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I do not claim to own any rights as I have faith that we will establish this together.
Hence, I see it rather as a responsibility we need to share.

Before diving into the abstract, this story can be told through a sandwich.
You have freshly baked sandwich bread made from nice dough. The recipes to stuff your
sandwich with finger licking ingredients are endless. Such recipes are based upon our
preference for taste. Thus the Western food culture, the way we combine ingredients into
one meal, is human-centred and in the long run unsustainable. In order to meet our taste
and diet demands, the current food system replaces ecological realities with giant monocultures on a global scale. This system exploits the base of the agricultural landscape:
the soil.
For example, one of the most common sandwiches (BLT) its ingredients; tomatoes,
lettuces and beef (cows) can impossibly represent a sustainable ecosystem.
Whereas I believe that recipes should actually be the representation of farm produces,
working together in sustainable agricultural cycles.
Now imagine your perfect bread represents the soil on a farmers’ land, as both will carry
the same ingredients at a different stage. As a means to enhance towards a fingerlicking sandwich and simultaneously maintain a fertile soil, a variety of foods should work
together. In order to compose such a balanced recipe, an interdependent relationship
between producer and consumers has to emerge. The relationship offers on the one hand
a reliable source of various foods to the consumer. On the other hand, the relationship
enables the farmer to sustain and grow a productive ecosystem without waste.
What combination and how much of each ingredient will simulate a farm its produces will
challenge the perception and approach to compose recipes that support this interdependent relationship.
Sustainable practices in agriculture have developed over centuries, while consumers
never considered changing perception towards the principles (of sustainable agriculture).
The new consumers’ profile firstly agrees to change its perception; foods are sourced
locally plus the fresh foods are seasonally. (Out of season, the foods must be preserved.)
Secondly, consumers approach a recipe differently; they try to simulate a productive
ecosystem such as the ones from sustainable agriculture.
In order to do so, the consumer re-categorises all foods in three groups according to their
soil-affection. From each group the consumer uses at least two ingredients, while each
ingredient is from a different family. How much the consumer needs of each ingredient
can be deducted from the farmers’ yield by using a new food scale. Further down the text
I elaborate on this concept.
Looking forward, the BLT sandwich will change drastically. It will not only be nourishing
and tasty for consumers but also act as a symbol for interdependency. Even more, the
natural characteristics of a region will echo through a unique flavour combination on the
sandwich.
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DIVERSITY OF NUTRIENTS
Research question:
Does the diversity on sustainable agricultural practices
fullfil the needs for human nutrition?

CONSUMER PROFILE
PRINCIPLES
Foods are locally sourced
Fresh foods are seasonally
Foods out of season preserved

SUPPLY

PRACTICES
Categorise foods to soil affection
Combine foods of different
families per soil affection group

ROTATION OF FARMS
Research question:
Does the rotation of local farms offer various foods to
make tasty recipes within each cylce?
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EPENDENCE
DIVERSITY OF ORGANISMS
Sustainable ecosystems include both animals and
plants, which work together in symbiosis to make a
productive soil.

FARMER PROFILE
PRINCIPLES
Farm as living organism
Cultivate biodiversity
Self-sufficientcy
Soil central

DEMAND

PRACTICES
Regenerative cycles
No chemical pesticides
...

ROTATION OF FOODS
Productive ecosystems rotate foods over the land in
order to prevent diseases, control soil fertility, soil
structure and also weeds.
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Afore going into numbers and theory I like you to dream with me.

How great would it be
when consumers actually support ecosystems instead of depleting them?
How great would it be
to have local food production flourish globally with each their unique ecosystem?
How great would it be
to accumulate and share all knowledge instead of selling it to multinationals?
How great would it be
to reconnect with near people and nature through a vital and daily activity?

In the Western food culture, the way we combine ingredients into one meal, is humancentred and in the long run unsustainable.
In order to meet our taste and diet demands, the current food system replaces ecological
realities with giant monocultures on a global scale. This system exploits the base of the
agricultural landscape: the soil.
As a reference, the Netherlands is the second biggest exporter in value of agricultural product
after the U.S and possibly has the most progressive food industry of all. Yet, sustainable
agriculture in the Netherlands is nearly invisible.
The food industry takes over 70 per cent of the Netherlands’ surface, but less than 1,5 per
cent is assigned to sustainable agriculture; causing a hard time to uphold for this minority.
To support sustainable food systems, I believe, we (consumers) need to shift from our
taste-centred diets towards a soil-centred approach.
To introduce you to a soil centred cuisine, new strategies and profiles need to be designed.
A year ago, I designed a service protocol, which demonstrates how to create sustainable
stuffed sandwiches. Those are the representation of farm produces, working together in
sustainable agricultural cycles. More information and photos on this first prototype you can
find on the following pages.
Now is the time to involve a larger audience. I work on a digital structure and physical
visualisations to make everything open source accessible and comprehendible for all.
While constructing a multi-layered platform for all aspects related to this hypothesis, I aim
to stimulate individuals, collectives and governments to start working on this ideology and
share their knowledge and findings with everyone. The idea must grow and expand, I do not
want to own any rights as I have faith that we will establish this together. Hence, I see it rather
as a responsibility we need to share.
With the open call ‘Design In An Age Of Crisis’ I set the foundation for a soil centred food
culture. A soil centred food culture is about connection, re-establishing our sense of interdependence with others and the natural world. All stakeholders will act locally and influence
food systems globally. The strength of the new food culture will lay with its consumers, as
a new consumer profile demands a new food system(s).

This photo of me and the soil centred cuisine sandwich
stand was taken on the weekly market in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands by Taina Guedes.

Sustainable Sandwich
What is a sustainable sandwich?
=

(

represention of farm produces working together in a sustainable agricultural cycle.
representatie van de samenwerking tussen planten en dieren in een duurzame landbouw cyclus.

What makes a sustainable combination?
3 groups of soil-relation with minimum 2 ingredients from different families;
Every group has a unique relation to the soil, thus a unique purpose to maintain a sustainable cycle.
1.
Donors leave behind many nutrients for next year’s cycle.
2.
Exploiters will only take nutrients out of the cycle.
3.
Cleaners have enough with left over nutrients that are not used by exploiters.

How
Step one
Choose 1 out of 4 base combinations.
Step two
Add minimum one ingredient of each group to accomplish a sustainable combination.
Step three
Enjoy your sustainably stuffed sandwich.

)

Base combo
What is a base combination?
Given combination of 3 ingredients from 1 sustainable agricultural cycle, with each ingredient having a different relation to the soil.
Opgelegde combinatie van 3 ingredienten uit 1 duurzame landbouw cylcus, met elk ingredient een andere verhouding tot de bodem.

Winter combo

Spring combo

Roasted Pumpkin
Candied Chicory with Honey and Juniper Berries
Smoked Beef

Radish Kim Chi
Stewed Leek with Mustard
Old Cheese

Summer combo

Autumn combo

Crispy Potato salad
Red Onion compote
Cumin Cheese

S/S Romanesco with Dragon
Stewed Fennel in Old Geneva Gin
Fenugreek Cheese

Custom combo
What is a custom combination?
Personal combination of minimum 3 ingredients from 1 sustainable agricultural cycle, restricted by the choice of the base combo;
as no ingredient in the total combination can be from the same family.
Persoonlijke combinatie van minimum 3 ingredienten uit 1 duurzame landbouw cylcus, waarvan de opties beperkt zijn
door de keuze van de basis combinatie, vermits geen ingredienten uit dezelfde familie mag komen.

Donors

Exploiters

Cleaners

Smoked Beef
Pork sausage
Cheese (div.)
Milk Jam
Butter

S/S Cucumber
Roasted Pumpkin
Potatoes Chips (mix)

Red Onion Compote
Fresh onion mix
Hot kissed Garlic and spring onion
Stewed Leek
Tipsy Chicory

S/S Peas
Falafel Beans
Marrowfat Hummus

Potted Red Kale
Kim Chi of Radish
S/S Romanesco
Fresh Rucola
Spinach Spread

Red Clover Honey

Puffed Beetroot Salad
Fresh Carrot mix
Genova Fennel

Two major adaptions need to prosper among the minds of todays’ taste-based consumers.
The new consumer profile will firstly agree to use local produced foods only. Secondly, they
agree to eat fresh products in season, locally produced foods out of season can only be
consumed when they are preserved. Furthermore, the new consumer profile will shift the
taste-based era towards a more thoughtful approach, which is inspired by the methods of
sustainable agricultural practices. Diversity, quantity and rotation of crops are
acknowledged to be key in these practices, as they make a healthy and productive soil.
These characteristics on the land are determined by the organisms’ their affection to the soil
plus their family category. The same characteristics develop the approach to create
sustainable recipes. Consumers will simulate the cycles on its local farm through the food
they eat.
In order to do so, consumers will re-categorise all foods. Food its (macro-) nutrient uptake
and release in the soil make up three categories. The first group includes foods, which
deplete the soil, as they demand a large quantity of nutrients to grow. I named this group
‘the depleters’. Products in this category are common ingredients such as tomatoes,
potatoes, pumpkins, spinach, cabbages, etc.
The second group demands only little of nutrients; they ‘clean up nutrient leftovers’.
Therefore I named this group ‘the cleaners’. Products in this category are common
ingredients such as garlic, onion, beetroots, etc.
Lastly, a third category will supply the soil with nutrients again. I named this group
‘the donors’, as they practically release more nutrients in the soil than they take out by
growing. Products that derive from these organisms are commonly known as meat and
diary (for manure), legumes, clover honey, etc.
Besides the division by soil-relation, every sustainable cycle requires a combination of at
least six different families of plants (and animals). Families have been developed out of
need for biological classification, as diversity within one family of organisms is not diverse
enough in nutrient uptake and release. For a sustainable recipe this means that each soilrelation group is included with at least two ingredients of different families.

Additional to this part, I categorized the list of organisms on the farm I have been
collaborating with. The list presents three categories. Group A represents the exploiters,
group B represents the cleaners and group C are the donors. The paragaphs witin a group
indicate the different families.

GROUP A

GROUP B

GROUP C

Courgette
Komkommer
Pompoen
Pompoen klein
Aardappel
Aardappel rood
Aardappel paars

Ui wit
Ui rood
Bosui
Prei
Look

Koe vlees
Melk / room
Boter
Kaas

Aardbei

Peen
Winterpeen
Zomerpeen
Pastinaak

Boerenkool
Savooiekool
Spruitenkool
Witte kool
Rode kool
Bloemkool
Romanesco
Broccoli
Radijs
Radijs
Raapsteel
Rucola
Spinazie
Eikenblad sla groen
Eikenblad sla rood
Kropsla
Snijbiet
Veldsla

Witloof

Rode biet
Gele biet
Chioggiabiet
Bleekselderij
Knolselderij
Knolvenkel

Varken vlees
Tuinboon
Peul
Stamslaboon
Capucijner
Erwt
Honing (klaver zoet)

Herewith the first part is set. Combinations of organisms to make sustainable agricultural
practices are translated into two rules of thumb for combining sustainable recipes.
Thus, the categories of soil-affection and the diversity of families form the basis of
combining sustainable recipes.
How much we would have to utilise each ingredient is a second step deeper into the
knowledge of sustainable agriculture. It would be fascinating to look at the theoretical
correct ratio of each ingredient in combination with the cycle its other ingredients.
Practically it would be easier to deducted and translate a farms’ yield numbers. My research
led me to a new food scale. Calculating the combination, the scale tilts out of balance and
thus embodies the impact on the soil. To bring the scale back into balance, one must add
foods into bowls designed on place and find out what are the quantities needed of each
ingredient in a sustainable cycle. A few prototypes have been made, yet this tool needs
much more time and minds to become fail proof and user-friendly.
A prototype picture and user manual are shown on the following pages.

This manual is a first prototype which has been used
in the previous picture. I concluded that this system is
incorrect and must therefore be developed further.

Thank you.
Obviously this preview rises many questions on various levels.
Yet, I hope this idea makes you as excited as I am myself
and I hope it may lead to exciting collaborations.
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Bon Appétit

